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he Church of San Agustín, as it is commonly called, or the
Church of the Santísimo Sacramento, as it is known to experts, found itself in a serious state of disrepair. Thanks to
the European Union, the City Council of Almagro has been
able to remedy the situation (hopefully for many years to come), returning the church a good deal of its original splendor and, through
the museum project, contributing to a better understanding of this
Baroque gem.
The church, which once belonged to the Monastery of the Santísimo Sacramento founded by the Order of Saint Augustine, dates to the
first half of the 18th century. It is considered a landmark of the Spanish
Baroque style in Ciudad Real.
When the visitor enters the church, the monumentality of the
space is immediately apparent. A single nave, presided over by an imposing dome, creates a marked visual axis that culminates in the presbytery. This in turn opens into a camarin, a unique space typical of the
Spanish Baroque style, which gives the space a sense of depth.
The interior of the church exudes beauty and balance, given that
its structure is based on repeated modules, resulting in classical proportions. The physical space features a special luminosity. The changing effects of the natural light as it streams in through the windows,
which are set into lunettes in the vault above, strengthen the spiritual
ambience created by the church’s paintings.
Its pictorial decoration is an excellent example of the use of art
during the Baroque period as a way of moving and persuading the
worshippers. What’s more, this is one of the most important iconographic cycles in the province, full of symbols that include hearts
pierced with arrows, sheaves of wheat, bunches of grapes, suns and
moons, making clear reference to the monastery’s name. Each symbol
is imbued with a profound religious meaning, which the visitor gradually discovers as he or she moves into the building.
The church has survived the monastery, which disappeared after
the ecclesiastical confiscations of 1835. It has suffered damage
throughout its long life, most notably during the Spanish Civil War
when the main altarpiece was destroyed, along with other elements.
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The lateral walls feature allegories of the Virgin Mary. On the archway
pilasters are the four heroines of the Old Testament, which foretell the
virtues of the virgin mother: Ruth, Judith, Rachel and Yael. Several cherubim carrying phylacteries with inscriptions that make reference to Mary
can be seen on the columns and the painted entablature.
The vault is dedicated to the exaltation of the Eucharist. A faux
balustrade leads to the central opening of the heavens where a grouping
of angels is shown holding a monstrance. Spread around them are various allegorical figures, including a notable representation of a tetramorph, with the bull, lion, eagle and angel that symbolize the Four
Evangelists.
Still visible on the wall are some of this space’s original decorative
elements. A faux altarpiece with architectural and vegetal elements has
been conserved. This once framed canvases that alluded to the convent
and the Order of Saint Augustine.

Beneath an impressive show of faux architecture, five groups of angels
are seen holding medallions featuring various symbols. In the upper
section we can see allegories to the Eucharist: the monstrance, sheaves
of wheat and bunches of grapes. In the lower section is the emblem of
the Order of Saint Augustine, the staff and the miter, which allude to
the saint’s role as bishop.
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This space is decorated with vegetal motifs and features a variety of
symbols related to the two central themes in the building’s decorative
scheme: the Eucharist, which is referenced through the chalice, the
breadbasket and the bunch of grapes; and Marian devotion, represented by the anchor, the tower and the mirror, in addition to other images.
In the pendentives are four notable members from the Order of
Saint Augustine, who were disciples and friends of the saint: Saint
Fulgentius and Saint Alypius are on the Epistle side, while Saint Prosper and Saint Possidius can be seen on the Gospel side.
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The saint imparts the founding rules to the
religious and military orders. He is shown at
a pulpit covered by a canopy, with the various
military orders on the right and religious
orders on the left.

Saint Augustine rises up triumphant above
several figures, symbolizing his role as
defender of the orthodoxy and his victory
in the battle against heresy.

Saint Augustine receives a mystical revelation
through the appearance of the white dove of the
Holy Spirit and a group of cherubim holding
symbols of divinity.

The Most Holy Sacrament is venerated
by various Fathers and Doctors of the
Church, including Saint Augustine,
who wrote extensively on the Sacrament
of the Eucharist.

Saint Augustine Washing
the Feet of Jesus the Pilgrim

Saint Augustine and the Boy
Meditating on the Holy Trinity

Saint Augustine, defender of the virtue
of charity, offers to wash the feet of
a pilgrim, whose robes conceal the figure
of Jesus Christ.

The saint encounters a boy who is trying to
empty the sea by filling a hole in the sand
with seawater. He compares the impossible
task to Saint Augustine’s attempts to
understand the Holy Trinity.
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The chapel is decorated with a faux altarpiece where several miracles
attributed to this Augustinian saint are featured in a niche and on the
sides of the arch. These include the rescue of innocent passengers about
to go down with a ship at sea, the rescue of others about to be hanged,
and the famous miracle of the roasted partridge the saint brought back
to life. Also of note is the star motif, one of Saint Nicholas’ main iconographic attributes. The star and the appearance of several angelic musicians appeared to the saint in an announcement of his death, and his
entrance into the kingdom of heaven.

The underchoir is made up of two vaults. The central space of the first
of these features the emblem of the Order of Saint Augustine, a heart
pierced by two arrows in a symbol of charity. In the second vault is a
landscape in which we see this emblem once again framed by an opening of the heavens, together with cherubs holding various symbols that
allude to the Order of Saint Augustine, such as the strap and the church
atop a book.
Both central scenes are surrounded by landscape paintings. The
one in the second vault shows symbols of the Virgin Mary: the sun,
flanked by the tower and fountain, and the moon, flanked by the door
and staircase.

This extremely symbolic architectural space located behind the high
altar was created for the veneration of a statue, in this case Nuestra
Señora de Gracia, which no longer exists.
Conceived of as a heavenly room on Earth to host this sacred image, its decoration had to be magnificent by definition. Of particular note
are the vegetal reliefs in the dome, and the medallions on the archway
leading to the presbytery, which feature such Marian symbols as the lily,
the rose, the olive tree, the star, the sun and the moon, among others.

In the niches found in the side chapels, we can see the partially conserved pictorial decoration that evokes faux architecture, together
with excellent examples of polychrome plasterwork. The vaults feature
splendid landscapes, framed by red and white bands that imbue the
building with a very characteristic personality.
This ornamentation gives the church the marked sumptuousness
and illusory sense that is typical of the Baroque style.
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